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Friday, October 5, 2018

I am giving you the document that the Black Nobility was hiding from you on Extremely Low
Frequency scalar military technology now. But first, I am showing you the reason why Internet
Archive is no longer showing any of the documents which I uploaded on their website. It is
because Internet Archive is working for the Black Nobility, those corrupt elite who are directing
the central banks responsible for your fake paper currency. We are exchanging that fake paper
currency for the world's monetary gold reserves and for local currencies in a Global Currency
Reset. This whole corrupt mess is getting unwound, and the world's military powers are all in a
grand coalition to keep peace while we clean up corruption
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https://www.scribd.com/document/389672146/Twitter9-28-18
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter10.2.18.2.pdf
I have alot on my plate, but I wanted to let you know that the reason internetarchive.org has
stopped publishing my information is because Internet Archive is on the side of the Black Nobility.
The Black Nobility is the group that is directing the Banking Cartel.

The links on the Black Nobility that I uploaded on Internet Archive first:
These are triple broken links. This highlights what the Banking Cartel is trying to hide from you:

From: [kahudes] <noreply@kahudes.net>
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2018 2:23 PM
To: karenhudes@hotmail.com
Subject: Kahudes Contact Details
Kahudes contact details are as follows:
Name: infobatch
Email: infobatch@AI.com
Subject: familial lineage control........
Message Body:
the powerful notabilities and families behind it all....true? disinfo? you research!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ss2QxVZxa5E
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Top Houses and Bloodlines of The Black
Nobility
www.youtube.com
Top Houses and Bloodlines of the Black
Nobility House of the Snake The House
of Sforza The Savoy-Genovese Crime
Family Torlonia Banking Family
Massimo Crime Family ...

Massimo Family and The Italian Nobility
Prince Fabrizio Massimo-Brancaccio is a top owner of the Vatican and he also controls
most of the Sicilian Mafia along with Prince Nicolo Boncompagni-Ludovisi.
Brancaccio is a neighborhood in Sicily where La Cosa Nostra originated. The Massimo
family are one of the oldest families of Rome and claim to be the ancient Fabii Maximi
dynasty. The Fabii family were known for using the "scorched earth" military tactic in
ancient Rome.
The Fabian Society uses the wolf in sheep's clothing as their logo. Fabian like Fabii. The
Massimo family are married into various royal bloodlines including the House of Savoy,
House of Bourbon, and House of Osorio of Galicia which controls Amancio Ortega the
second wealthiest billionaire who is worth more than 70 billion.
Amancio Ortega who lives in Galicia owns Inditex with a high end fashion store chain
called Massimo Dutti. Prince Stefano Massimo married into the British Foxwell family
and he is a fashion photographer.
Rupert Murdoch who owns Fox News is a Vatican Knight of the Order of St Gregory. Fox
is really for Foxwell. The fox is considered a cunning animal. Prince Valerio Massimo
recently established the aerospace company Auctus Industries with Duke Edward
Spencer Churchill a relative of the Windsor family. Prince Carlo Massimo covertly runs
the Sovereign Military Order of Malta as the President of the Italian Association of the
Order of Malta.
Massimo family have billions in private Swiss bank accounts. The Swiss Guard protects
the Vatican City State. Switzerland has a law enforcing private bank accounts. The
Massimo family are at the top of the global crime syndicate and are involved in every
crime imaginable including murder, extortion, threats, human trafficking, money
laundering and more.
Members of the Massimo crime family include Prince Fabrizio Massimo-Brancaccio,
Prince Giacomo Massimo-Brancaccio, Prince Carlo Massimo, Prince Stefano Massimo,
Prince Valerio Massimo (Foxwell) and Prince Filippo Massimo-Lancellotti II.
Boncompagni means "Good Company" and is where the term Good Fellas derives from
which is a term used by members of the Italian Mafia.
The Massimo family more recently took over the City of Rome through the Banda della
Magliana or Roman Mafia which worked closely with the right wing fascist group called
the Nuclei Armati Rivoluzionari which was lead by Massimo Carminati and he was
nicknamed the "Last King of Rome" Both the Banda della Magliana and NAR were tied
with the P2 Freemasonic Lodge also connected with the Vatican and Italian government
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with members like Prince Vittorio Emanuele IV of Savoy and Silvio Berlusconi. The
Massimo-Brancaccio family take their name from Brancaccio in Palermo Sicily where
the Sicilian Mafia originated. Leaders of the mafia call themselves Dons just as Italian
princes call themselves Dons which means lord. The name Massimo means greatest.
The word Mag as in Magliana also refers to greatness or magnitude.
The Massimo family own the Holy See corporation which is in contract with most of the
corporate governments through covert contracts. They oversee the United States which
is defined as a federal corporation under US code 3002 section 15.
The Colonna family oversee US politics and the US congress. Colonus is a Greek word
meaning column. Christopher Columbus was a Colonna and the District of Columbia is
named after him.
The Torlonia family are Vatican treasurers and they oversee the US treasury.
The Medici family are bankers and tax collectors and they oversee the IRS and federal
reserves along with the Borghese banking family. The Federal Reserve Bank of New
York looks like the Palazzo Medici.
The Gaetani-D'aquila-D'aragona family oversees the US Department of Agriculture.
D'aragona means a valley and is connected with the word agra which means land.
The Orsini family oversee the FDA. They have a rose on their coat of arms and control
the Rosicrucian Order which are alchemists or chemists involved with food and drugs.
The Massimo, Aldobrandini, and Bourbon-Parma families oversee the US Pentagon
through the Jesuits and Georgetown.
The Dukes of Parma created the Jesuits and lived in a pentagon. The Massimiliano
Massimo Institute in Rome is the top Jesuit institution.
The Odescalchi family oversee some of Hollywood and the music industry. Ode means a
musical poem.
The Pallavicini family and House of Windsor oversee DARPA and the USAF and many
private corporations. The Pallavicini and other Austrian nobility created the Nazis which
developed advanced technologies used by DARPA and the USAF.
The Sforza, Visconti, and Borromeo families oversee media. They are involved in Italian
media and originated in Milan. Milan derives from the word Mediolanum and is
considered a major international media center.
The Doria and Sacchetti families oversee Goldman Sachs. Doria means gold and
Sacchetti means sacks. The Italian Nobility are meddling in everything.
The Holy See is the "All Seeing Eye" of society which is displayed on the US dollar and
US Great Seal. Novus Ordo Seclorum is Latin and translates to New Order of the Ages
and is also on the US dollar and US Great Seal. The Vatican and Holy See use Latin for
official documents. The Italian Nobility are at the head of the global crime syndicate.
-This mail is sent via contact form on kahudes http://kahudes.net/contact-us/
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https://youtu.be/Q_qlMEZLaL4
There is absolutely nothing that the Banking Cartel can do to change reality that is now manifest, where
a critical mass of people are now living. My first job as the lawyer for the world's wealth that was put in
trust with the World Bank and IMF at the end of WWII, that is, the Overseer Mandate Trustee of the
Global Debt Facility, is to tell a critical mass of people about reality so that truth would be manifest.
The Templars and the bloodline Pharaonic families were also the ones during the 30 years war between
1618 until 1648 who hired about 100,000 Swiss mercenaries to commit genocide against the Germans,
killing 20 million Germans and their children corresponding to two thirds of the German population.
Whole cities disappeared from the earth. And in Alsace-Lorraine, Gallo-Roman Alsace Swiss mercenaries
killed 95% of the population.
During the Global Currency Reset we are all going to find out what really happened, and we are going to
end the corruption in the world's paper money system by exchanging the Banking Cartel's paper
currencies for currencies out of gold and local currencies issued by villages and towns. We are going to
wind down the insolvent (bankupt) Banking Cartel by offsetting bogus country debt for the debt that the
Banking Cartel owes under Treaty of Versailles bonds that are now worth 2 quadrillion dollars.
Teleprompter: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt3.27.18.pdf

Helder Castro see this video!
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adragonzord
Can you comment on the Massino and Black Nobility families please

Here are the tweets where I tried to give you this information:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter3.16.18.1.pdf

From: [kahudes] <noreply@kahudes.net>
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2018 2:23 PM
This was what I tried to send to you in the second link:
To: karenhudes@hotmail.com
Subject: Kahudes Contact Details
Kahudes contact details are as follows:
Name: infobatch
Email: infobatch@AI.com
Subject: familial lineage control........
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Message Body:
the powerful notabilities and families behind it all....true? disinfo? you research!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ss2QxVZxa5E
Top Houses and Bloodlines of The Black
Nobility
www.youtube.com
Top Houses and Bloodlines of the Black
Nobility House of the Snake The House
of Sforza The Savoy-Genovese Crime
Family Torlonia Banking Family
Massimo Crime Family ...

Massimo Family and The Italian Nobility
Prince Fabrizio Massimo-Brancaccio is a top owner of the Vatican and he also controls
most of the Sicilian Mafia along with Prince Nicolo Boncompagni-Ludovisi.
Brancaccio is a neighborhood in Sicily where La Cosa Nostra originated. The Massimo
family are one of the oldest families of Rome and claim to be the ancient Fabii Maximi
dynasty. The Fabii family were known for using the "scorched earth" military tactic in
ancient Rome.
The Fabian Society uses the wolf in sheep's clothing as their logo. Fabian like Fabii. The
Massimo family are married into various royal bloodlines including the House of Savoy,
House of Bourbon, and House of Osorio of Galicia which controls Amancio Ortega the
second wealthiest billionaire who is worth more than 70 billion.
Amancio Ortega who lives in Galicia owns Inditex with a high end fashion store chain
called Massimo Dutti. Prince Stefano Massimo married into the British Foxwell family
and he is a fashion photographer.
Rupert Murdoch who owns Fox News is a Vatican Knight of the Order of St Gregory. Fox
is really for Foxwell. The fox is considered a cunning animal. Prince Valerio Massimo
recently established the aerospace company Auctus Industries with Duke Edward
Spencer Churchill a relative of the Windsor family. Prince Carlo Massimo covertly runs
the Sovereign Military Order of Malta as the President of the Italian Association of the
Order of Malta.
Massimo family have billions in private Swiss bank accounts. The Swiss Guard protects
the Vatican City State. Switzerland has a law enforcing private bank accounts. The
Massimo family are at the top of the global crime syndicate and are involved in every
crime imaginable including murder, extortion, threats, human trafficking, money
laundering and more.
Members of the Massimo crime family include Prince Fabrizio Massimo-Brancaccio,
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Prince Giacomo Massimo-Brancaccio, Prince Carlo Massimo, Prince Stefano Massimo,
Prince Valerio Massimo (Foxwell) and Prince Filippo Massimo-Lancellotti II.
Boncompagni means "Good Company" and is where the term Good Fellas derives from
which is a term used by members of the Italian Mafia.
The Massimo family more recently took over the City of Rome through the Banda della
Magliana or Roman Mafia which worked closely with the right wing fascist group called
the Nuclei Armati Rivoluzionari which was lead by Massimo Carminati and he was
nicknamed the "Last King of Rome" Both the Banda della Magliana and NAR were tied
with the P2 Freemasonic Lodge also connected with the Vatican and Italian government
with members like Prince Vittorio Emanuele IV of Savoy and Silvio Berlusconi. The
Massimo-Brancaccio family take their name from Brancaccio in Palermo Sicily where
the Sicilian Mafia originated. Leaders of the mafia call themselves Dons just as Italian
princes call themselves Dons which means lord. The name Massimo means greatest.
The word Mag as in Magliana also refers to greatness or magnitude.
The Massimo family own the Holy See corporation which is in contract with most of the
corporate governments through covert contracts. They oversee the United States which
is defined as a federal corporation under US code 3002 section 15.
The Colonna family oversee US politics and the US congress. Colonus is a Greek word
meaning column. Christopher Columbus was a Colonna and the District of Columbia is
named after him.
The Torlonia family are Vatican treasurers and they oversee the US treasury.
The Medici family are bankers and tax collectors and they oversee the IRS and federal
reserves along with the Borghese banking family. The Federal Reserve Bank of New
York looks like the Palazzo Medici.
The Gaetani-D'aquila-D'aragona family oversees the US Department of Agriculture.
D'aragona means a valley and is connected with the word agra which means land.
The Orsini family oversee the FDA. They have a rose on their coat of arms and control
the Rosicrucian Order which are alchemists or chemists involved with food and drugs.
The Massimo, Aldobrandini, and Bourbon-Parma families oversee the US Pentagon
through the Jesuits and Georgetown.
The Dukes of Parma created the Jesuits and lived in a pentagon. The Massimiliano
Massimo Institute in Rome is the top Jesuit institution.
The Odescalchi family oversee some of Hollywood and the music industry. Ode means a
musical poem.
The Pallavicini family and House of Windsor oversee DARPA and the USAF and many
private corporations. The Pallavicini and other Austrian nobility created the Nazis which
developed advanced technologies used by DARPA and the USAF.
The Sforza, Visconti, and Borromeo families oversee media. They are involved in Italian
media and originated in Milan. Milan derives from the word Mediolanum and is
considered a major international media center.
The Doria and Sacchetti families oversee Goldman Sachs. Doria means gold and
Sacchetti means sacks. The Italian Nobility are meddling in everything.
The Holy See is the "All Seeing Eye" of society which is displayed on the US dollar and
US Great Seal. Novus Ordo Seclorum is Latin and translates to New Order of the Ages
and is also on the US dollar and US Great Seal. The Vatican and Holy See use Latin for
official documents. The Italian Nobility are at the head of the global crime syndicate.
-This mail is sent via contact form on kahudes http://kahudes.net/contact-us/
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I am giving you a tweet which was deleted at the same time as the information about
The Massimo family.

https://ia601507.us.archive.org/30/items/Twitter1.28.18.1/Twitter1.28.18.1.pdf

YouTube and the Banking Cartel broke the links on the information that I tried to give you. I am
simply pointing out that we, working together, can surely find out the answer to your question.
The people who have wronged us should feel thoroughly ashamed. They know better than we do
what they have done. They need to understand that all of this information is ULTIMATELY
going to become available in the Global Currency Reset. They need to start as soon as possible
to make amends, and we are all going to take into account, starting from now, what they are
doing.
Let me answer your question with another question. How do I come up with these answers?
I am very intuitive, and I cannot answer this question better than that. Yes I can. I will tell you a
story. Some years ago a young girl drowned in a freak kayaking accident. Her mother sent an
email to a group of people telling us that her daughter was missing in her kayak and that we
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should pray for her daughter. I felt that her daughter was sending me a message to give her
mother, saying that she was frightened and very sad. After several months, I felt that I was
hearing from this girl again, and that she was no longer confused and was at peace. I visited the
girl's mother, but I did not attempt to give either of these messages, because I felt that her mother
would not have accepted them.

kalitor mensa@23:40 "The corruption in the professions is mind boggling" [slow hand clap] No
one has the guts to say what you've just noted Karen. Astute observation

The Genie IAM
Have been following your reports for years. You have expanded my thinking, as to what could
be. There is so much prosperity that is held by the few so, the many suffer for lack. Karen, you
are a good soul. Gratitude to you and those selfless others!

K droj Thanks Karen, shared on couple pages.

rob at small town usa You speak of the teleprompter. Are we, your youtube viewers, supposed to
be seeing the teleprompter?
YouTube hid the replies behind the View all 3 replies button above. I am giving you the
screenshots of thise replies on the next page.

I am going to attach the teleprompter at the end of this tweet.
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Fabian Machad
Discharging a public debt is there any guidance on how us the people discharge our debt?
That is what the Global Currency Reset is for. We all have to work together to do this. I have
given you alot of information about how you do not want to try and deal by yourself with the
Banking Cartel. I am not going to repeat this. You are a YouTube sock puppet for asking this
question.

Andrew Zebrun III10 hours ago
Check this out Karen. 9/11 has been solved.

Karen Hudes
Field McConnell and the Abel Danger operation are agents for the Banking Cartel. They are
what is known as "controlled opposition."

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter10.4.17.1.pdf
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The link was deleted from my previous reply. Why do you suppose YouTube did that?
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter10.4.17.1.pdf
I am taking a cello lesson this morning, so I will post this now and deal with the rest of the
comments later.
I am also attaching the teleprompter. When I return, I am going to remind you about two tweets
that show you how we are accessing the wealth of the world, and provide all the proof that you
need.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter3.16.18.1.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter3.17.18.1.pdf
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INTRO Good evening, I am your host Karen Hudes in this series on the Network of
Global Corporate Control. Today's show is pre-recorded. I am going to answer your
questions, and questions from Andy's group. Thanks to DCTV, Carmen Stanley,
Studio Producer and Director; Aliya Ja'Mari, Audio and Lolita Ratchford Teleprompter.
Two week ago, the pre-recorded video was about the history of the Banking Cartel.

It is time for us to reclaim our past. The Banking Cartel has been trying to
hide its true role in our past.

https://youtu.be/CwievgpiZLM
The Banking Cartel broke the link to the teleprompter and YouTube tried to prevent me
from correcting this. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt3.13.18.pdf
Moscow State University has a website with a new discipline that combines mathematics
and history
This website reveals that the corruption in the international financial sector has been
falsifying ancient history for centuries . http://www.chronologia.org/en
Last week, I made the point that the Banking Cartel has not succeeded in silencing me. I
am embedded in all of humanity. The wealth of the world administered by the World
Bank and IMF is with humanity and not with the lying Banking Cartel.
The Banking Cartel attacks me, and it tries to suppress my information. I say to
the Banking Cartel, and I say to you, this only proves that we are stronger than the
Banking Cartel. We deal in truth and the Banking Cartel deals in lies.
How am I able to keep faith with José Rizal and Ferdinand Marcos, and all the
others who have gone before and fought to restore humanity's wealth to us? I say that
this is because of who we are. Reality manifests in what we know. We know love. We
know infinite love.
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I fight the Banking Cartel with its own evil.

Karen Hudes Retweeted Karen Hudes
The Banking Cartel is their own worst enemy.
The Banking Cartel deleted this tweet about when the Global Currency Reset
became inevitable:

https://ia601507.us.archive.org/30/items/Twitter1.28.18.1/Twitter1.28.18.1.pdf

I speak for the Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF because I have known
these people for many years, and can remind them when they are losing themselves.
Kiyoshi Kodera said this when he represented Japan on the Board of Executive
Directors of the World Bank: "We lose ourselves when we compromise the very ideals
that we fight to defend"
After leaving the World Bank in 2010, Kodera became Japan's Deputy Vice Minister for
International Finance, and is now at an international think tank called Overseas
Development Institute
So where are the questions?

Here

What happened at Auschwitz and why is it necessary to remember what happened at
Auschwitz? Auschwitz was actually a uranium enrichment facility. Watch what happens
to this truth. It is a touchstone for reality.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter10.31.17.pdf
I am putting the information about Auschwitz on this link at the end of the teleprompter.
What is the collective unconscious? This has to do with the fact that if a critical mass of
people understand that something is true, it becomes manifest in reality. This is a
scientific fact that has to do with the way humanity is all interconnected in the way we
think. Our brains function as modems in processing our thoughts.
Scientists observed this collective unconscious in Japan in what they call the 100th
monkey effect. This is because information in the collective unconscious becomes
accessible to everyone and is transmitted to everyone
The Banking Cartel removed an Italian documentary about the way our collective
unconscious learns about the corruption in the financial sector , "The Hundredth
Monkey, or La Centisima Scimmia"
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From: Karen Hudes <KarenHudes@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2018 9:51 AM
To: Monia Benini
Subject: Re: Fw: Documentary
Dear Monia,
YouTube has removed the English version of La Centisima Scimmia. Would you be
willing to send me the link of the film with English subtitles, or do you still want me to
try and find a way to distribute the documentary's English version?
This documentary is of great significance at this time. As you may know, the likelihood
that we begin to solve the problems laid out in the film through the exchange of
currencies is over 90%, according to an accurate model from the US Department of
Defense.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/sentia+model.pdf
https://www.questia.com/library/6849385/power-transitions-strategies-for-the-21stcentury
I am speaking for a coalition that is now in charge of the world's wealth containing the
world's monetary gold reserves. These resources have not yet been deployed, but are
likely to come on stream before the world lands in WWIII.
Thank you for letting me know.
Best,
Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Overseer Mandate Trustee, Global Debt Facility, TVM-LSM-666
From: Monia Benini
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2016 2:18 AM
To: Karen Hudes
Subject: Re: Fw: Documentary
Dear Karen,
I wrote to the film maker and he told me he could send you a private link of the film with
English subtitles.
He also asked me if you could help him to find a way to distribute it in the USA.
Thank you very much in advance.
Best regards,
Monia
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2016-04-25 21:04 GMT+02:00 Karen Hudes < KarenHudes@hotmail.com>:
Dear Monia,
I see the movie came out. I tried to buy it on Amazon, but it is not distributed in the US.
Do you think I could get a copy, or a link?
Best,
Karen
________________________________________
>> Date: Mon, 8 Jul 2013 08:56:17 +0200
>> Subject: thanks
>> From: Monia Benini
>> To: karenhudes@hotmail.com
>>
>> Dear Mrs Hudes,
>> we would realy thank you for the interview. We will let you know as
>> soon as possible when the 'premiere' will be scheduled.
>>
>> Best wishes,
>> Monia Benini and Marco Carlucci
>> Primafilm - Italy
From: Andy
Sent: Friday, March 16, 2018 10:06 PM
To: Karen Hudes
Cc: antonio pereira
Subject: broken centissima scimmia link
dear ms. hudes, was trying to see the "centissima scimmia" again from the link you
provided but the youtube message said "this video is no longer available because the
youtube account associated with this video has been terminated". it is still available
when going straight to youtube but only in Italian with no subtitles. guess i'll be
referring to my Italian dictionary but that's ok 'cause my Italian was getting rusty
anyway. parry on!
What are military extremely low frequency mind control scalar technologies?
Because people use their brains as modems to think, it is possible to develop technologies
to interfere with the actual thought processes as these are transmitted from people's
brains to the centers where thoughts are processed in the collective unconscious. Some
people are resistant to this kind of interference, about 20% of them. Others can learn
how to resist, once they know that they can be attacked in this way. I am giving you some
emails from last year about military mind control technologies.
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 1:16 PM
To: Thomas
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Subject: Your email of April 7, 2014Those friends of yours are probably susceptible to
the military extremely low frequency electromagnetic technology and scalar
technologies.
What percent will we have accepting the reality of the Global Currency Reset - ultimately
close to 100% right now we have critical mass, which means the reality is there. Of
course there are many in the majority who are mistaken about what is going on. They
will ultimately catch on.
Best,
Karen

From: Thomas
Sent: Saturday, April 8, 2017 10:51 PM
To: karenhudes@hotmail.com
Subject: concerned
Dear Karen ,
Thank you for all you are doing , this sincerely comes from the bottom of my heart. I am
concerned by the complete unwillingness of even longtime friends to entertain for a
moment an alternative look at the historic facts that you have brought to light for all to
see . I support your efforts completely but what percent of the world's population is
needed to understand for your goals to become successful . So very thankful
Tom .
From: Joe
Sent: Friday, April 7, 2017 2:41 PM
To: karenhudes@hotmail.com
Subject: Thank you
Hello Karen Hudes,
First and foremost I would like to thank you on behalf of the people of the world for your
hard work and integrity in bringing the world's banking cartels into the light of the
general public. I feel that that at least some people (particularly those who have learned
to reflect inward in regard to the pursuit of truth), have had an innate feeling of wrong
when sifting through the history of our various nations. I am one who has felt this way
even at young age, but could never really put a finger on the cause. Moreover on my few
occasions in U.S. court it was clearly evident that judges don't view any civilian as, at the
very least, competent without a representative of the so called BAR (and for obvious
reason after some study into the depth of corruption of the U.S. court system).
Unfortunately, I've only recently discovered your series (just within this week) and have
most likely barely scratched the surface of the wealth of information out there for study.
That being said, are there any particular alternative new media outlets that you can
recommend me? The "Shadow" governments of the world and their news outlets have
too catchy of headlines and seem to have infiltrated all of my previously considered
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"truthful" media outlets. Currently, there is one other subject which I would like to
inquire about. The most recent airing of your series on the banking cartel (4-4-17) made
a brief mention on "ultra low frequency" military technology that can alter or change
thought patterns. I believe you may have made mention about it on previous segments
or other documentation as well, because I distinctly recall a 1:10 ratio mentioned of
people that are not affected but unfortunately don't recall the specific article or segment
from which I have learned this ratio. With a
ll that said, herein lies my inquiry; would you be so kind as to share with me your
resources of information for said technology?
Thank you for your time and hard work,
Sincerely, Joe
From: Karen Hudes
Sent: Friday, April 7, 2017 8:00 PM
To: Joe
Subject: Your email of April 7, 2014
Dear Joe,
Sorry, but I have no recommendation for you on alternative
media. http://www.ratellehypnosis.com/faq.php Actually, it is closer to 20% who are
resistant to hypnosis. Here are some links to mk ultra mind control:
http://www.biggerthansnowden.com/
http://9-11themotherofallblackoperations.blogspot.com/2011/06/in-1913-coloneledward-mandell-house.html
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.10.16.pdf
https://www.davidicke.com/article/383422/military-mind-control-shockingbreakthrough-implanting-neural-dust-remotely-abuse-targets
https://youtu.be/JSN9U7m3CZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSN9U7m3CZk&feature=youtu.be
http://www.g-casa.com/conferences/shanghai/paper_pdf/Liu-mindcontrol.pdf
http://www.knowledgeoftoday.org/2012/02/illuminati-secret-hidden-frommasses.html
http://www.irishufology.net/forums/index.php?showtopic=9438&p=11912
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZMNoIB6w30 Juliane McKinney
http://www.clergyvictim.com/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/my_storyjesus_defeats_nanotechnology.pdf
Japanese Journalist: former message on Brain Tuner by Bob Beck? He says 95 percent
of the people can recover the brain function within a month. Have you known on this
device?
Japanese Journalist:
Japanese Journalist: ?Bob Beck, the physicist who made EEG made Brain Tuner to help
people who have problems. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFWL5NoTAlY
Japanese Journalist: Bob Beck says 95 percent of people can reverse stress related
symptoms, like insomnia, addiction, depression, etc etc within 3 weeks I will copy and
paste what he said on Bio Tuner(Brain Tuner)"Of the work that had been done
absolutely establishing that any stress related syndrome—and this is why the
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psychologists hate this device. The stress-related symptoms that are recognized are:
insomnia, addiction, anxiety and depression. About 95% of the people who use these
devices for a period of less than a month, find complete reversal of these symptoms."
And he continues this kind of devices can deprive profits of psychologists and
pharmacologists big profit,,,,. He is also against medical politics, so he started to give
away the technique so people can make their own devices or can buy something
according to his theory inexpensively. He says he is not getting money from Sota or the
sort of the company that sell Bio Tuner, or Brain Tuner type devices.

Now here are some emails to and from Andy and his group on their
questions about the Global Currency Reset:
From: Andy
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2018 3:25 PM
To: Karen Hudes
Subject: Re: questions from various people
dear ms. hudes, because the group doesn't really meet (e.g. once a week, etc.) I didn't
want to speak for everyone but upon discussion with a couple of them I don't think
there's any problem so please use the letter I wrote with the 16 questions in any way you
find helpful. I think everyone will appreciate that and get a kick out of it. sorry for some
of the redundancy in a couple of the questions asked. best wishes always and thanks-------------a.
On Sunday, March 18, 2018 06:38:11 AM EDT, Karen Hudes
<KarenHudes@hotmail.com> wrote:
Dear Andy,
Thanks for your reply. I still do not know whether or not to include my response to your
group's questions in the upcoming DCTV segments. Could you respond to this
question? I will wait for permission from you/your group.
I see that I have not responded to your question about the status of the heroes in the US
military who were fired for refusing to follow the command of the Banking Cartel to
nuke US citizens in Charleston in 2013 and to nuke Russia in 2015. This obviously gets
to the heart of the Global Currency Reset.
I want to recognize the efforts of your group -- many things that I once realized then
become concealed again with military scalar weaponry, and I must concentrate to access
this information again. When many people learn these facts, it becomes very difficult
for the humans who are operating this scalar weaponry, and it fails spectacularly. The
collective human unconscious is much stronger than the scalar military weaponry.
Humanity retains its wealth in the Global Debt Facility.
I have already dealt with the question about what is happening to the heroes in the US
military in the teleprompter on August 1, 2017, and in my Tweet on July 7, 2017. I will
attach them to the end of this teleprompter.
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From: Andy
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2018 12:21 AM
To: Karen Hudes
Subject: Re: questions from various people
dear ms. hudes, thank you for your response (I know you have got to be busier than
ever). I don't think it's going to be a big deal. simple word of mouth is very underrated
these days. I believe it is one of our greatest strengths in collectively discussing things.
thank you once again for answering our questions and continued best wishes for you
and your work
On Saturday, March 17, 2018 09:04:06 PM EDT, Karen Hudes
<KarenHudes@hotmail.com> wrote:
Dear Andy,
Good Questions. I am getting ready for the upcoming DCTV segments, so I will answer
in all caps in haste.

From: Andy
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2018 5:26 PM
To: Karen Hudes
Cc: antonio pereira
Subject: questions from various people
dear ms. hudes, the "group" that I am talking with over the last few weeks have
informally asked some interesting questions and since they are adding up I thought I
might send them to you for your analysis. rather than ask them individually I figured it
was probably best to cut to the chase and send them all as I do not know exactly how
they would be prioritized. thank you in advance and for your continued efforts also.----------------a.
so here they are (in no particular order):
1. besides the 12 fed banks in receivership, that are insolvent, are the other remaining
48 central banks also formally in
receivership and who is handling the bankruptcies in the respective other countries? WE
ARE ALL WORKING TOGETHER, AND I CAN GIVE YOU INTERIM ANSWERS THAT
MUST BE VETTED AND ULTIMATELY ANSWERED BY EVERYONE. THE WORLD
BANK IMF ARE A COOPERATIVE THAT CAN HANDLE THE BANKRUPTCIES.
SINCE THE ASSETS ON THE STOCK MARKETS ARE GOING TO GO TO PAY THE
VALID CURRENCY CLAIMS, ALL THE COUNTRIES ARE GOING TO HAVE TO
FIGURE OUT HOW MUCH EXCESS CURRENCY IS GETTING WRITTEN OFF (ALSO
BECAUSE MANY OF THE CLAIMS ARE COMING FROM CORRUPTION) WE ARE
ALL GOING TO HAVE A HUGE BOOKKEEPING CHORE TO RESOLVE.
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2. It seems that Japan is poised to adopt the Global Currency Reset and issue their own
Treasury emitted notes? is this correct and if so, can you speak about the estimated
timetable? WE ARE ALL WORKING TOGETHER AND I DOUBT THAT JAPAN IS
GETTING OUT AHEAD OF ANY OTHER COUNTRY.
3. If the use of local currencies is another way to stop the money flow (interest) to the
Network of Global Corporate Control (NGCC/the One Bank/ Banking Cartel) and if
possible could you elaborate on how the local currencies would create "full
employment"? READ SILVIO GESELL. THE FULL EMPLOYMENT COMES FROM
THE LOCAL MERCHANTS. THERE IS NO INTEREST BECAUSE OF ISLAMIC
BANKING PRACTICES, WHICH DO NOT HAVE INTEREST
4. some have asked if there are any supporting documents that mention the blockchain
patents as being owned by bloomberg? NOT BLOOMBERG. I HAVE NOT SEEN THIS
ANYWHERE. THE PATENTS ARE HELD BY EDMUND JM DUNNE:
This is an email to me from Edmund Dunne:
Subject: Initial Introduction and Merger and Aquistion Proposal
Message Body:
Dear Ms. Hudes,
I hope you are very well.
I have recently taken an interest in your work and I have been very impressed and
equally saddened by the manner in which you have been treated.
I am the owner of the creative copyright of a technology commonly referred to as
Blockchain.
I am the G-D Son of an Irish Family by the name of Kennedy. I am writing to you from
the countryside in Ireland at my family home Camelot.
I am in the process of designing a Gold Backed FIAT Crpto Currency and Debt Facility
and I have found your work extremely helpful. Thank-you.
I am aligned to the ethos of The Bavarian Illuminati which I am working extremely
hard to reform.
You may wish to review my credentials on Linked In - Edmund J M Dunne.
5. could you give a description and function of M1 so that we might better understand
the true role jose rizal played when he was superior general of the Jesuit order? and
Marcos, of course. I HAVE SHOWN A DIAGRAM OF M1:
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6. if one of the counties in our state does not have a chief county executive does the
District Attorney on the board fill that role? EACH COUNTY'S GOVERNANCE WILL BE
UP TO THAT COUNTY.
7. will ILAC (International Legal Assistance Consortium) bring pressure to bear on the
American Bar Association to clean up the corruption "in their own house"?
NO. THE LEGAL PROFESSION IS CAPTIVE AND CORRUPT. THE ENTIRE
PROFESSION. THIS IS ALSO TRUE OF JOURNALISTS, ACCOUNTANTS. THE
CORRUPTION IN THE PROFESSIONS IS MIND-BOGGLING.
8. how are the investigations going regarding the theft of some of the gold in the
phillipines with regard to the U.S.Marines, LLoyd's Insurance, and Lincoln (Mutual?)?
THERE ARE NO INVESTIGATIONS. WE ARE GOING TO HAVE TO GET THESE
UNDERWAY, AND LAYMEN ARE GOING TO HAVE TO GET THEMSELVES UP TO
SPEED BECAUSE OF THE CORRUPTION IN THE PROFESSIONS.
9. what's the current situation with the Mint Council, Bureau of Printing and
Engraving, Texas Lightfoot Militia, safe passage, etc. THESE ARE ALL WAITING FOR
THE BANKING CARTEL TO CONCEDE
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10. in reference to the dctvteleprompt 11.28.17 : how will the shares of the publicly
traded companies be allocated once the bankruptcy proceedings are done? SEE NO. 1
11. could you elaborate a bit on how the UCC is a bridge from the Admiralty Law (Law
of the Sea) system imposed on us, and the return to the Common Law (Law of the Land)
that we will have once we are free of the current system? THE TRANSITION IS GOING
TO BE TRICKY, AS THERE ARE LAWSUITS IN COURTS THAT ARE GOING TO
HAVE TO BE SETTLED, AND WE REALIZE HOPEFULLY THAT THE JUDGES ARE
ALL AGENTS OF THE BANKING CARTEL.
12. what is the current situation with the struggle(s) within the World Bank/IMF,
respectively with the elements within the Bretton Woods Group that are resisting the
cleanup of the corruption which is stalling not so much (it is assumed) the actual
deployment of the gold in the Global Debt Facility but rather preventing other
information from becoming known (e.g. with e Secretariat, the Tribunal, certain
recalcitrant behavior on the part of individuals, etc.) THERE IS GOING TO BE A SEA
CHANGE AS PEOPLE UNDERSTAND THE CENTERS OF POWER ARE ALL
CORRUPT.
13. Where are Major General Michael Carey, Vice Admiral Tim Giardina, Commander
Heather Cole, General Dana Pittard, et. al., and what is their status? are they going to be
re-instated to their respective commands in view of the fact that the public knows that
they were fired for (courageously) preventing the nuking of Charleston (Carey/Giardina)
in 2013,and the refusal to launch a first strike against Russia in 2015 (Cole/Pittard)?
SEE ATTACHMENTS AT END OF THIS TELEPROMPTER.
15. the question was asked- "when (not if) the currency reset is well underway and the
limits on exchanging the Federal Reserve Notes are to be set (unless agreed to
differently by the citizens) at one million per person, it is felt that some people who have
been hoarding cash for whatever reason (mistrust in banks, politics, financial) might be
leery of exchanging their FRNs for the Treasury emitted dollars (to be followed by the
exchange into aurum-containing notesbecause they might feel that it is a trick to have
them declare their savings or have their savings be stolen or lost in some way? PEOPLE
ARE GOING TO HAVE TO DECIDE WHETHER THERE IS A LIMIT TO PROPERTY.
WE HAVE BEEN TALKING ONLY ABOUT CURRENCY. THIS IS GOING TO BE A
HARD DECISION, AND WE ARE GOING TO HAVE TO ALL DECIDE ON THIS,
MAYBE THERE WILL BE DIFFERENT DECISIONS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES,
AND IF SO, WHAT THIS IS GOING TO MEAN FOR IMMIGRATION. THESE
DECISIONS DO NOT HAVE TO BE TAKEN RIGHT AWAY. I AM SURE THAT YOU
ARE GETTING AN INKLING HOW COMPLEX THESE ISSUES ARE. THE BUCK
STOPS HERE, HOWEVER.
16. Has the Monetary Agreement for the U.S, been signed off on and if so, who did the
signing? and if not then who is/are the responsible parties that can? I AM OBVIOUSLY
WORKING THIS ISSUE VERY ACTIVELY. I WANT TO FOLLOW UP WITH ALL THE
COUNTRIES AS WELL. THERE WAS A QUESTION ABOUT WHAT IS GOING ON
WITH ZIMBABWE, AND I SAID THAT THE SPOKESMAN FOR THE ARMY, MAJOR
GENERAL SB MOYO, CHIEF OF STAFF LOGISTICS WITH THE ZIMBABWE ARMY
COULD NAME A NEGOTIATING TEAM FOR HIS COUNTRY.
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well, ms. hudes, that's it for now. i'm sure they,(as well as everyone else that knows all
about these shenanigans) will be asking each other and you a lot of very interesting
questions as the Truth comes out more and more. the momentum is building. I believe
anyone can see that if they look well enough. and they are. can't believe that no group
out there has organized a flash mob ala TTIP in support of your efforts. a friend who is
in the arts suggested that t-shirts saying simply "Hudes?" might illicit curiousity, and aid
momentum? humanity is creative and dynamic if it is allowed to be, and working
together it will, and actually it already is, once we learn to "see" this will be obvious to
all. sez me.
my apologies that this ran so long but if I had waited longer, at the rate that people are
starting to look closer at things, this letter might have turned into a short novel. my best
wishes to you and all others that are doing their part for the betterment of all.---------------------a.
THANK YOU TO YOUR GROUP. I WILL LEAVE IT UP TO YOUR GROUP WHETHER
THEY WANT TO HAVE THEIR QUESTIONS AND MY PRELIMINARY ANSWERS
PUBLISHED ON THE INTERNET. WE HAVE TO START SOMEWHERE. IN THE
MEANTIME, I AM GOING TO BE TALKING ABOUT HOW WE HEAL OURSELVES
FROM THE CENTURIES OF TRAUMA.
p.s. you're right-it is beautiful to see everyone working together.
http://www.costcoconnection.com/connection/201708?search_term=healing through history&doc_id=1&search_term=healing through history&pg=44#pg44

OUTTRO Thank you for listening to another segment of "The Network of Global
Corporate Control." We are starting to get the hang of working together to take back our
world. Many things are starting to fall into place as we realize the depth of the
corruption in our money system. Until next week, I am your host, Karen Hudes.

Shana McNally and The Costco Connection are perpetuating a lie. World War II
was fought to end this lie, and World War III is not going to be fought at all as we
tell the world the truth. Auschwitz was actually a uranium enrichment plant.

The Banking Cartel deleted my YouTube video of the DCTV segment on
Auschwitz. I restored it, and here it is:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SI8tnhTjudI How did I find this
tweet? The "good gremlins" in my PC found it for me when I went to sleep
last night. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter9.17.17.2.pdf
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http://www.tuks.nl/wiki/index.php/Main/AuschwitzAndTheAtomicAge

Teleprompter:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt7.26.16.2.pdf

Tuesday, October 31, 2017
The reality that we are currently living in is not the fake reality the dupes of the Banking
Cartel think is real. Many people are living in reality in the world where Trump is an
agent of the Banking Cartel and a bit actor who is bankrupt. I was writing about actual
reality yesterday when I posted the teleprompter for today's live segment of the DCTV
series on the Network of Global Corporate Control:
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt10.31.17.pdf

and as I will tell more people on the live segment on DCTV today,
On Tuesdays at 6:00 pm EST http://dctv.org/Live

and as I will tell others who view the segment on
https://www.youtube.com/user/KarenHudes

http://ia601504.us.archive.org/29/items/Twitter10.29.17/Twitter10.29.17.pdf
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There is absolutely nothing
that the Banking Cartel can
do to change reality, that is
now manifest, where a
critical mass of people are
now living. My first job as
Overseer Mandate Trustee
of the Global Debt Facility
was to tell a critical mass of
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QnKRVZCCdOU
people about reality so that
truth would be manifest under the 100thmonkey effect. We have been here since
January, but I was waiting to announce this so that more of us could "wake up" and
would realize where we are. We are now, ever so gently, going to tell the rest of us that
we are in the Global Currency Reset.
The Banking Cartel has fiddled with my links, and so the
teleprompter for today's show has to be clicked on twice
before it will scroll to show all the pages.
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt10.31.17.pdf

The Banking Cartel may interfere with the DCTV
broadcast in some way, as it did last week, by moving the
time slot for the livestream broadcast to an hour earlier,
or hacking into the teleprompter, as it did during the
broadcast on 10/17/17. https://youtu.be/vfXxz9o0DM0
As I said in today's teleprompter: The Banking Cartel's
censorship and tricks are backfiring.

So this is my response to the two attacks on Facebook that I was telling you about when
I uploaded an unfinished copy of the teleprompter for next week's show:

http://dctv.org/Live
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt11.7.17.pdf
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As for the stories about the holocaust: that is not what
happened. The story about the 6 million Jews being
killed during WWII was a big banking cartel hoax. The
Pharaonic bloodline families were the real Nazis, and
they were the ones who murdered everyone. Constantin
Petrov was murdered to try and bury this truth with
him. https://youtu.be/iFRVVurdAXU The Templars and
the bloodline Pharonic families were also the ones
during the 30 years war between 1618 until 1648 who hired
about 100,000 Swiss mercenaries to commit genocide against the Germans, killing 20
million Germans and their children corresponding to two thirds of the German population.
Whole cities disappeared from the earth. And in Alsace-Lorraine, Gallo-Roman Alsace
Swiss mercenaries killed 95% of the population.
As for my friend Jaba'ad AL Chandra from Thailand, he is NOT
TELLING THE TRUTH. The truth will out. How do we
know Jaba'ad AL Chandra is lying? Because of all the
different times and ways that the Banking Cartel and its
agents tried to steal humanity's assets in the Global Debt
Facility. You will see that there have been other attempts to
deny that the Bilateral Minesfield Breakthrough Successor
Agreement is valid. It is my job as Overseer Mandate
Trustee to protect the assets for humanity in the Global Debt Facility from the Banking
Cartel and its agents. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/attempted+theft.pdf
During the Global Currency Reset we are all going to
find out what really happened, and we are going to end
the corruption in the world's paper money system by
exchanging the Banking Cartel's paper currencies for
currencies out of gold and local currencies issued by
villages and towns. We are going to wind down the
insolvent (bankupt) Banking Cartel by offsetting bogus
country debt for the debt that the Banking Cartel owes
under Treaty of Versailles bonds that are now worth 2
quadrillion dollars.
Sincerely,
Karen Hudes
Acting General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Overseer Mandate Trustee, Global Debt Facility, TVM-LSM-666
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is owned by Google

was created by the CIA
http://www.infowars.com/how-the-cia-made-google/

Mind Control Devices from In-Q-Tel and DARPA
There are powerful technologies that about 9 out of 10 people are susceptible to. This is why it
is taking so long for the corruption in the international financial system to be overcome. “The
secrecy involved in the development of the electromagnetic mind-altering technology reflects the
tremendous power that is inherent in it. To put it bluntly, whoever controls this technology can
control the minds of men”
Here are some of the patents that are now being disclosed over the internet:
https://deusnexus.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/military-industrial-complex/comment-page1/#comment-32140
Method and Apparatus for Remotely Determining Emotional States – A waveform energy
having a predetermined frequency and intensity is generated and wirelessly transmitted towards a
subject. Physiological or physical parameters of blood pressure, pulse rate, pupil size,
respiration rate and perspiration level are measured for evaluating criminal intent in security
sensitive areas. US 5507291 A – April 5, 1994
Sounds of Silence – The Silent Subliminal Presentation System (SSPS) – Silent Subliminal
Presentation System using extremely low frequencies or very high audio-frequencies or
ultrasonic frequencies, they can influence thoughts. The program is able to turn on a target’s
Web cam and record video remotely and without detection.
Harvesting data from social media, and using web cams, this program takes into account nonverbal communication such as gestures, micro-expressions, posture, and latent semantics of text
and speech. Create algorithms for prediction and collection of latent signals and their use in
predicting social information.
Beware – Analyses people’s social media activity, property records, the records of friends,
family or associates, among other data, to assign suspects a so-called “threat-score.” That
“threat-score” can then be used by police to pre-judge if a suspect is going to be dangerous, and
to adapt their approach accordingly.
Iraqi Silent Sound Program – US Psy-Ops teams set up FM transmitters, utilizing Iraqi
frequencies and overpowered the local station. Along with patriotic and religious music, PsyOps
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transmitted “vague, confusing and contradictory military orders and information.” A
sophisticated electronic system designed to ‘speak’ directly to the mind of the listener; to alter
and entrain his brainwaves, to manipulate his brain’s electroencephalographic (EEG) patterns
and thus artificially implant negative emotional states – feelings of intense fear, anxiety, despair
and hopelessness were created in the Iraqi troops. This effective subliminal system implants
emotions in the minds of the targeted subject.
Nervous system manipulation by electromagnetic fields from monitors – US Patent and Trade
Office, Patent #6,506,148 on subliminal behavior modification, 1/14/2003, United States Patent
6,506,148, Loos, January 14, 2003. Abstract: It is possible to manipulate the nervous system of a
subject by pulsing images displayed on a nearby computer monitor or TV set. For the latter, the
image pulsing may be imbedded in the program material, or it may be overlaid by modulating a
video stream.
Physiological effects have been observed in a human subject in response to stimulation of the
skin with weak electromagnetic fields that are pulsed with certain frequencies near 1/2 Hz or 2.4
Hz, such as to excite a sensory resonance. Many computer monitors and TV tubes, when
displaying pulsed images, emit pulsed electromagnetic fields of sufficient amplitudes to cause
such excitation. It is therefore possible to manipulate the nervous system of a subject by pulsing
images displayed on a nearby computer monitor or TV set.
For the latter, the image pulsing may be imbedded in the program material, or it may be overlaid
by modulating a video stream, either as an RF signal or as a video signal. The image displayed
on a computer monitor may be pulsed effectively by a simple computer program. For certain
monitors, pulsed electromagnetic fields capable of exciting sensory resonances in nearby
subjects may be generated even as the displayed images are pulsed with subliminal intensity.
Inventors: Loos; Hendricus G. (3019 Cresta Way, Laguna Beach, CA 92651), Appl. No.:
872528 Filed: June 1, 2001
Other Projects – Directed-energy weapons (DEWS), Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM)
weapons, Remote EEG Readers, Remote Electro-Muscular Shock/Incapacitation weapons,
Remote Microwave weapons, Remote Voice to Skull weapons, Remote Neural Monitoring
technologies, and EMF brain-wave monitoring, tracking, and harvesting technologies.

Google Created by CIA and Highlands Forum
One of the most interesting articles that highlights the way the DoD incubates war-technology is
described in great detail by Nafeez Ahmed. This article shows that Google was funded
throughout its inception by the CIA. Google was created as a weaponized war-tool as indicated
by the many new inventions that DARPA and In-Q-Tel are focused on.
Nafeez Ahmed explains the Google-CIA connection in this excellent article:
http://www.nafeezahmed.com/2015/01/when-google-met-pentagon.html
https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/how-the-cia-made-google-e836451a959e#.nu1cd96l3
[this link was de-activated]
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The fact that this information is now coming out is a sign that a coalition for
the Rule of Law on the Board of Governors of World Bank & IMF is taking
back our world.
There are alot of decisions that will need to be taken during the Global Currency Reset.
There is every reason to think that the Coalition for the Rule of Law is going to overtake
the Network of Global Corporate Control. What is unclear is whether it is going to be
possible to dismantle the technologies that are used against us. There may be a period
of transition in which we are going to have to coexist, and to learn how to regain control
despite these technologies being used in an attempt to slow us down.
The Global Currency Reset is going to proceed with decisions that are taken at
grassroots levels. It is going to take time for people to get themselves into small groups
and to establish clear communication. The media has been complicit in the corruption,
along with the journalists, accountants, lawyers, and other elites. Now that the coalition
for the rule of law on the Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF has broken
through the disinformation to a critical mass of people, the clean-up can begin.
The misinformation is not just limited to current events. There has also been a great
deal of misinformation about our true history. There is a project at Moscow State
University which shows a deliberate attempt, starting in the 1600's, to obscure the
ancient past. We have been deliberately misinformed in order to create enmity and
distrust among the nations and peoples. The judges and lawyers are not capable of
administering justice.
How can people rely upon the coalition for the rule of law in the Board of Governors of
the World Bank and IMF when there has been such deep corruption in the other
institutions? Pay special attention to the fate of whistleblowers -- persons who have
been retaliated against for disclosing wrongdoing. Because some whistleblowers have
been intimidated or corrupted, people must remain vigilant.
People are going to have a chance to clean up this systemic corruption, which has
infested our entire world, from its financial center, to our local communities. The urge
to get even will be very strong. The Global Currency Reset has been handed down from
two men who endured many wrongs to give us this chance: Jose Rizal and Ferdinand
Marcos. The Global Currency Reset is a gift of love that can only be accomplished
through peace.
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https://twitter.com/KarenHudes,

https://www.facebook.com/karen.hudes.10/

On Tuesdays at 7:00 pm EST http://dctv.org/Live

https://www.youtube.com/user/KarenHudes

www.kahudes.net

interviews: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Bibliography1.pdf

censored videos on military, gold, and secret societies are
https://archive.org/details/KarensDvd21
https://archive.org/details/TheNetworkOfGlobalCorporateControlSecretSocietiesConve
rted

